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Abstract 
Caltech’s Ludwieg tube, a supersonic blowdown facility, is capable of operating with its diaphragm 
installed either upstream or downstream of the test section. This experiment examines the difference in 
frequency content of the freestream flow under these two configurations. As would be expected, the 
upstream diaphragm configuration was found to produce significantly more freestream noise. The 
evolution of freestream noise over time was also considered, and frequency content above 50kHz was 
found to be nearly time independent while frequency content below 50kHz was strongly time dependent. 
For the downstream diaphragm, the low frequency portion of the power spectrum consistently exhibited a 
low-noise window. This was true in some cases for the upstream diaphragm, but results were less 
consistent and often the low-frequency noise simply decreased monotonically through the test time. In 
this experiment, a focusing schlieren system was also developed for high frequency measurement of 
density fluctuations. This system produced promising results, but more work is needed to improve 
repeatability, high frequency range, and locality of the measurements.  
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Introduction 

Motivation 
This report discusses freestream noise in Caltech’s Ludwieg tube, a blowdown wind tunnel 
which produces supersonic flow with relative ease and at low cost. As will be discussed in detail, 
the facility is capable of operating with a diaphragm either upstream or downstream of the test 
section, with each configuration offering several advantages. When the Ludwieg tube is operated 
with the diaphragm upstream of the test section, the diaphragm does not break cleanly and the 
shredded diaphragm flutters in the flow. It is hypothesized that placing the diaphragm 
downstream of the test section will result in smoother flow; however, the extent of the difference 
in freestream noise content between the two configurations is not known. Thus the first goal of 
this project is to quantify the difference in the flow quality by comparing frequency spectra for 
the two diaphragm configurations.  
 
It is important to understand the startup processes within a Ludwieg tube because only then can 
the window of useful test time be selected. Failure to analyze the useful test time can lead to 
misleading conclusions; for example, one might interpret tunnel startup effects as behavior of the 
model in the test section. Consequently, a second goal of this project is to determine how 
perturbations in the free stream evolve over the test time and to explore any limitations on the 
useful test time of the Ludwieg tube. 
 
A simple device that can be used to evaluate the frequency of perturbations in the test section is a 
pressure transducer. However, pressure transducers are invasive instruments, and they typically 
cannot measure frequencies greater than about 0.5-1MHz. A focusing schlieren system is an 
alternative technique that is both non-invasive and theoretically capable of measuring 
frequencies more than an order of magnitude greater than pressure transducers. Consequently, 
the third goal of this experiment is to develop a focusing schlieren system and compare its 
measurements with those of a pressure transducer. 
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Facility Overview 
Caltech’s Ludwieg tube facility is a blowdown supersonic wind tunnel that can produce flows of 
Mach 2.3 and Mach 4 for test times of 70-80ms. A schematic of the test section is shown in 
Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1: Schematic of Caltech’s Ludwieg tube.  

This facility was originally designed to operate using a Mach 2.3 nozzle (shown above) with a 
diaphragm positioned downstream of the test section. In this configuration, the diaphragm is a 
0.4mm thick aluminum sheet clamped between the test section and the dump tank. The dump 
tank is evacuated to a pressure of 1-1.5torr, after which the test section and driver tube are 
pressurized to a desired burst pressure within the range 100-250kPa. Flow is initiated by 
rupturing the diaphragm with a pneumatic stinger. The ruptured diaphragm produces a shock 
wave which sweeps into the dump tank and an expansion wave which propagates through the 
nozzle and into the driver tube. Steady flow continues while the expansion wave travels to the 
end of the driver tube and back, producing undisturbed flow for about 100ms.  

To expand the capabilities of the Ludwieg tube, a second nozzle was later designed for flow at 
Mach 4. However, it proved difficult to start supersonic flow in this nozzle, especially with a 
model in the test section. Consequently, the facility was modified to accommodate a diaphragm 
upstream of the test section. In this configuration, a thin mylar diaphragm is clamped between 
the test section and the driver tube, and the test section is evacuated along with the dump tank. 
Instead of manually rupturing the diaphragm to start flow, the pressure in the driver section is 
increased until the mylar diaphragm naturally ruptures. Different thicknesses of diaphragm can 
be used to control the burst pressure.  
 
Because of this modification, the original Mach 2.3 nozzle can now be operated in either the 
upstream or downstream diaphragm configurations. The upstream diaphragm offers several 
advantages, including slightly lower cost and quicker setup. On the other hand, the advantages of 
a downstream diaphragm are that the burst pressure can be precisely controlled, the broken 
diaphragm does not disrupt flow in the test section, and pieces of diaphragm do not flow through 
the test section. This report compares the performance of these two configurations, focusing 
primarily on freestream noise content.  
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Theory of Optical System 

Overview of Method 
A schlieren system is a simple yet effective way to visualize and (in some systems) measure  
density gradients in a flowfield. In a conventional schlieren system, a collimated light beam is 
passed through the test section, focused on a knife edge, and then projected onto an imaging 
screen. The knife edge blocks some fraction of the beam when no disturbances are present in the 
test section. Gradients in density in the test section then increase or decrease the fraction of light 
blocked by the knife, resulting in local dark or bright spots in the image plane.   
 
However, the conventional schlieren system is not suitable for localized frequency measurement 
because the effects of the density fluctuations are averaged along the beam axis. As a result, it is 
impossible to distinguish whether perturbations come from the boundary layers along the test 
section windows or from the bulk flow in the center of the test section. In view of these problems, 
a focusing schlieren system was selected for this experiment.  
 
Rather than passing a collimated beam through the test section, as is done in a conventional 
schlieren system, the laser beam of this optical system is focused to a point in the center of the 
test section, then collimated and focused to a knife edge, and finally focused to a photodiode. 
This is depicted in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: Schematic of focusing schlieren system (top view). 

In this type of system, the effects of density perturbations are still integrated across the test 
section, but one can think of this integration as being weighted by local beam diameter. For 
example, small perturbations occurring far from the focus point affect only a small fraction of the 
beam so that, on average, their influence is small. In contrast, small perturbations occurring near 
the focus point affect a large portion of the beam and consequently have a large impact on the 
amount of light that reaches the photodiode.  
 
The focusing ability of this optical system is a function of the beam angle within the test section. 
If the beam angle is slight, disturbances of a given size have nearly the same effect at any 
position along the beam axis. On the other hand, if the beam is highly convergent, perturbations 

Bow Shock 
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will be sensed only if their length scale is the same order of magnitude as the local beam 
diameter. As a result, this type of system performs best when the focusing lens is large, which 
confines the influence of high frequency perturbations to a region very close to the focus point. It 
is also important to note that as the frequency decreases, the range over which the frequency is 
averaged increases. This spatial averaging tends to smooth out the power spectra, especially at 
lower frequencies.  
 

Frequency Limits 
To quantify the frequencies that can be resolved by the focusing schlieren system, it is useful to 
regard the flow as consisting of turbulent eddies which are convected downstream. Consequently, 
the frequency f associated with a density perturbation of a given size may be obtained by 
normalizing the mean flow velocity U∞ by the length scale Lc of the perturbation:  

𝑓 =
𝑈∞
𝐿𝑐

 

One can then determine whether or not a perturbation will be recorded at a specific position in 
the test section by comparing the size of the perturbation with the local beam radius, denoted w. 
For example, if the ratio Lc/w<<1, then the perturbation will be “averaged out” and its effect will 
not be observed at the photodetector. Of course, there is no precise cutoff below which the 
perturbation is averaged out. For the purposes of this discussion, the optical system will be 
considered sensitive to perturbations for which Lc/w ≤ 1. Using this approximation, the beam 
profile near the focus point was modeled as a Gaussian beam (Siegman, 1986) and the maximum 
frequency along the beam axis was computed by dividing the freestream velocity (~540 m/s) by 
the local beam radius.  The resulting relationship between resolvable frequency and distance 
from the focal point is shown in Figure 3 for a test section width of 500mm and a beam angle of 
5°. 

 
Figure 3: Shape of a Gaussian beam (left) and resolvable frequencies vs. distance from focus point (right).  

This plot shows that the upper bound on frequencies that this system can resolve is governed by 
the spot size. For an idealized Gaussian beam, Figure 3 shows that the system should be capable 
of resolving frequencies up to 10MHz, and that the influence of these high frequencies should be 
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limited to a small zone only a few millimeters long. However, due to imperfections in the lenses 
and laser beam quality, the spot size in this experiment is likely larger than the Gaussian 
approximation of ~10µm. It is very difficult to measure the spot size precisely, but its diameter is 
likely to fall between the Gaussian beam approximation of 10µm and an upper bound of 0.5mm 
obtained by visual measurement. Based on these estimates, the maximum frequency of the 
system is expected to fall between 1 and 10MHz.  
 
The low frequency limit of the optical system depends on how localized the measurement must 
be. In this experiment, the measurements of the optical system are to be compared with those of 
the pressure transducer, so it is desirable to measure frequencies in a zone very near to the face 
of the pressure transducer. However, the pressure transducer produces a bow shock, as shown in 
Figure 4, so it is of interest to analyze the effect of the bow shock on the behavior of the optical 
system.   

 
Figure 4: Ordinary schlieren image of bow shock produced at pressure transducer. 

Measurements from the above schlieren image showed that the shock standoff distance is 
approximately 5mm and the width of the shock at the location where the laser beam passes 
through is approximately 13mm. From the known beam angle, the radius of the laser beam where 
it crosses the shock was estimated to be 1.3mm, which corresponds to a frequency of 
approximately 400kHz. Thus the optical system’s measurements are only confined to the region 
behind the shock if the frequency is above ~400kHz. The lowest frequency for which the optical 
system and pressure transducer might be expected to agree is 20kHz, at which point the 
frequency content of the boundary layers on the test section windows begins to influence the 
optical system’s measurements.  
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Shock Effects 
The observation that some frequencies are measured outside the shock brings into question 
whether or not frequency content is expected to change across a shock. Since shock waves 
compress the flow, one might expect structures in the flow to be compressed, increasing their 
frequency. However, consider a density pulse crossing a shock wave, as shown in the following 
schematic: 

 
Figure 5: Schematic of a density perturbation passing through a shock wave. 

The continuity condition requires that ρ1u1=ρ2u2. Since the width w of the disturbance is 
inversely proportional to its density, the frequency u/w does not change across the shock. Based 
on this qualitative argument, the frequency content of the flow is not expected to differ across a 
shock. However, it should also be noted that the sensitivity of a schlieren system increases with 
density. Since density rises across the shock, this optical system may be more sensitive to 
frequencies measured inside the shock than outside.  
 
Mechanical Vibrations 
Optical systems are typically very sensitive to mechanical vibrations. Since two of the lenses in 
this system are mounted to the test section, mechanical shaking of these lenses significantly 
affects the output of the photodetector. To measure the mechanical shaking, three mutually 
orthogonal accelerometers were attached to the platform on which one of the lenses was mounted.  
A typical power spectrum of the three accelerometers is shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: Power spectrum of accelerometers. 
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This power spectrum shows significant mechanical vibrations at about 1kHz, but no peaks are 
observed above 20kHz where the optical system’s measurements are valid. Thus mechanical 
shaking is not expected to adversely affect the optical system’s performance.  
 

Sensitivity at Focus Point 
The performance of the focusing schlieren system is also affected by the focal plane of the 
defocusing lens (L2 in Figure 2). To demonstrate this effect, consider a set of six possible 
angular perturbations produced at the focal plane of the defocusing lens, as shown in Figure 7 
(left).  

 

 
Figure 7: Ray tracing schematic. Left: angular disturbance at focal plane. Right: Angular disturbance away from focal 

plane. 

All six ray paths intercept the plane of the knife edge at exactly the same point, meaning that the 
the system has no sensitivity. Now consider the same six angular perturbations occurring a small 
distance away from the focal plane, as shown in Figure 7 (right). In this case, the position of the 
ray at the knife edge does depend on the magnitude of the perturbation, so the system is sensitive. 
This demonstrates that the sensitivity of the schlieren system approaches zero at the focal plane 
of the defocusing lens. This fundamental limitation appears because the knife edge is a real 
image of the focus point in the test section. A simple model taking into account the shape of a 
Gaussian beam and the fact that the deflection is proportional to the length scale of the 
perturbation showed that the sensitivity exponentially decreases as the location of the 
perturbation approaches the focal plane. 
 

Pressure vs. Density Fluctuations 
In this experiment, the optical system’s measurement capabilities are evaluated by comparison 
with measurements of a pressure transducer. This brings into question whether or not pressure 
fluctuations in a turbulent compressible flow are expected to contain the same frequency content 
as density fluctuations. Several authors have used arguments from the Strong Reynolds Analogy 
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to show (with certain restrictions on total temperature fluctuations) that density, velocity, and 
mass flux perturbations produce the same frequency spectra (Garg, 1998 and Spina, 1991). 
However, no theoretical arguments were found which extend this principle to include pressure 
fluctuations. Consequently, it is presumed without strict proof that pressure fluctuations in the 
flow are of the same frequency as density fluctuations. Note that one computational study was 
found which showed that in a supersonic boundary layer, the cross-correlation between pressure 
and density fluctuations approaches unity as the distance from the wall increases (Cao, 2008). 
Thus in this experiment, measurements of the optical system will be judged to be valid when the 
slope of the power spectrum matches that of the pressure transducer.  
 

Experimental Setup 

Pressure Transducers 
Pressure measurements were obtained using a piezoelectric pressure transducer (PCB, model 
113A21 ). The bandwidth of this transducer is limited by its natural frequency of 500kHz, and 
the device is rated to have a rise time of less than 1µs. For piezoelectric instruments, charge 
leakage is often a concern; however, in this case the discharge time constant of about 1 sec is 
much greater than the test time of ~100ms, so charge leakage is not a problem. Furthermore, 
comparison of measurements of this transducer with the measurements of a piezoresistive 
transducer demonstrated that signal drift is not significant over the test time.  
 
The pressure transducer was fixed in a 12.7mm diameter pitot tube and mounted in the center of 
the test section, as shown Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8: Schlieren image showing location of pitot tube in test section. 

The piezoelectric transducer was sampled at a rate of 20MHz, so the useful range of the 
instrument is limited by the 500kHz natural frequency and not by the sampling rate.  
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Optical Systems 
The light source for the optical system was a 15mW HeNe laser. The laser beam was first passed 
through a spatial filter and iris diaphragm to improve the beam quality and was then expanded to 
a diameter of approximately 40mm at the test section window. A lens outside the test section was 
used to focus the beam to a point 2mm in front of the pressure transducer. The distance between 
the lens and the focus point was approximately 220mm, giving the beam a half-angle of 5°.  
 
The light intensity of the optical system was measured using an amplified photodiode (Thor Labs, 
model PDA36A ). The bandwidth of this photodetector is a function of amplification; an 
amplification of 20dB was selected which limits the bandwidth to 2.1MHz. This instrument was 
also sampled at 20MHz.  
 

Analysis of Test Conditions 
To understand the fluid properties in the test section, it is useful to compute the stagnation 
conditions as functions of the burst pressure. This was done using a quasi one-dimensional 
model of the Ludwieg tube, shown in Figure 9:  
 

 
Figure 9: Schematic of quasi 1-D model of Ludwieg tube. 

Assuming that the startup transient is complete and the nozzle is choked, the Mach numbers in 
the test section and driver tube can be obtained from the area ratios using the following 
isentropic relation (Anderson, 2003):  

�
𝐴
𝐴∗
� =

1
𝑀2 �

2
𝛾 + 1

�1 +
𝛾 − 1

2
𝑀2��

𝛾+1
𝛾−1

 

This gives Mach numbers of M3= 2.3 in the test section and M2= 0.157 in the driver tube. Using 
Riemann invariants across the expansion wave, the velocity in the driver tube is related to the 
sound speeds before and after the expansion by:  

𝑢2 =
2

𝛾 + 1
(𝑎1 − 𝑎2) 

Substituting u2 = M2a2 gives a single equation for a single unknown, a2. The temperature T2 can 
immediately be found from the sound speed, and since flow across an expansion wave is 
isentropic, the following isentropic relation can be used to compute p2: 

�
𝑝2
𝑝1
� = �

𝑇2
𝑇1
�

𝛾
𝛾−1

 

P2, a2, u2, M2, 
 

 

P1, a1, u1, M1, 
 

 

P3, a3, u3, M3, A3 
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Finally, the stagnation conditions at 2 can be calculated using the compressible stagnation 
relations:  

𝑝2
𝑝𝑜2

= �
𝑇2
𝑇𝑜2

�
𝛾

𝛾−1
= �1 +

𝛾 − 1
2

𝑀2
2�

𝛾
𝛾−1

 

The Mach number is known in the test section and at the throat, so conditions at both of these 
locations can be easily calculated from these stagnation conditions.  
 
The flow regime can be characterized by a Reynolds number based on the effective throat 
diameter, using a hydraulic diameter DH because the throat is rectangular having width w = 
203mm and height h=91mm. The Reynolds number is then:  

𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌∗𝑢∗𝐷𝐻

µ
=
𝜌∗𝑢∗(2𝑤ℎ)
(𝑤 + ℎ)µ

=
2�̇�

(𝑤 + ℎ)µ
 

Here the dynamic viscosity µ is evaluated at ambient conditions. All shots in this experiment 
were conducted near one of three burst pressures, which correspond to the following conditions:  
 

Table 1: Summary of typical run conditions. 

Burst Pressure  
[kPa] 

Effective Reservoir  
Pressure [kPa] �̇� [kg/s] ReD 

135 110.6 4.9 1680000 
150 122.9 5.4 1870000 
220 180.3 8 2740000 
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Results 
Optical System 
Figure 10 compares power spectra from the optical system and the pressure transducer for the 
downstream diaphragm at a Reynolds number of 1.68M. The power spectral density (throughout 
this report) was computed using Welch’s method and a Hann window of 25000 points with 50% 
overlap between windows. A plot showing the noise floor is available in Appendix C. 

 
Figure 10: Comparison of power spectra from pressure transducer and optical system. 

Recall that the optical system is sensitive to boundary layer noise at frequencies below 20kHz. 
Thus the knee observed at this frequency marks the lowest frequency at which agreement 
between the optical system and pressure transducer might be expected.   

Figure 10 shows good agreement between the optical system and the pressure transducer for 
frequencies between about 30kHz and 200kHz. Unfortunately, this result was not very repeatable. 
Figure 11 shows the type of spectrum that was obtained in many other cases.  

 
Figure 11: Power spectra showing poor agreement between instruments. 
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Here a “bulge” of frequency content appears in the range of 10-100kHz over which the optical 
system is not in agreement with the pressure transducer. Recall that the optical system can 
measure frequency content inside the shock only for frequencies above about 400kHz. Thus it 
was initially thought that the presence of the shock might be responsible for the knee in the curve 
just below this frequency. To test this hypothesis, several runs were conducted with the focus 
point outside of the shock. As was true inside the shock, some runs produced good agreement 
with the pressure transducer, while other runs exhibited the characteristic bulge shown above. 
One of the frequency spectra demonstrating agreement is shown in Figure 12. 
 

 
Figure 12: Frequency spectra with optical focal point outside of shock. 

This run was for an upstream diaphragm with a Reynolds number of 2.74M. The range over 
which the optical method agrees with the pressure transducer is no different from when the focus 
point was inside the shock layer. Since both “good” and “bad” results were obtained outside the 
shock layer, the conclusion is that the shock is not the source of the undesirable behavior of the 
optical system.  
 
Several different variations of the optical system were tried in an attempt to improve 
repeatability. One attempt made use of two lenses near the knife edge which were arranged in the 
same manner as a microscope, which would magnify deviations of the laser beam and improve 
sensitivity. The resulting system was sufficiently sensitive, but its power spectrum did not match 
that of the pressure transducer.  
 
A second variation used very large focusing and defocusing lenses (145mm diameter) on the 
outsides of the test section (L1 and L2 in Figure 2). This woud greatly increased the beam angle 
in the test section (from about 5° to 16° ) and confined the regions of high frequency sensitivity 
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closer to the focus point. However, the lenses were of too poor quality to create a useable 
schlieren system.  
 
Finally, several different knife edge configurations were used. A horizontal knife edge (which 
measures spanwise density gradients) and a vertical knife edge (which measures streamwise 
gradients) were tried, but only the vertical knife edge produced results that were in agreement 
with the pressure transducer. Additionally, the knife edge was replaced by opaque dots of 3/16” 
and 1/4” diameter, which were used to create dark-field schlieren systems that would be sensitive 
to density gradients in all directions. Though these systems were very sensitive, the results were 
not in agreement with those of the pressure transducer.  
 
The only remaining aspect of the optical system which changes between runs is the alignment of 
the optics at the knife edge, which must be adjusted before every run. More runs are required 
before the exact reason for the lack of repeatability can be determined.  
 

Upstream vs. Downstream 
The primary goal of this experiment was to compare the noise of the upstream and downstream 
diaphragm configurations. Due to the lack of repeatability of the optical method, only data from 
the pressure transducer was used to make these comparisons.  

Pressure Traces 
Consider first two typical pressure traces for the upstream and downstream configurations, as 
shown in Figure 13. 
 

 
Figure 13: Typical pressure traces for upstream diaphragm (left) and downstream diaphragm (right). 
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These pressure traces show pressure change, rather than absolute pressure, because the 
piezoelectric transducer can only measure pressure transients. For each diaphragm configuration, 
the useful test time is limited by a startup transient. In the case of the downstream diaphragm, the 
perturbations are known from previous work in GALCIT to be caused by shock reflections that 
are produced when the expansion wave reflects off of the nozzle. In the case of the upstream 
diaphragm, perturbations at the beginning of the test were shown (using conventional schlieren 
images) to be caused primarily by pieces of broken diaphragm convecting downstream. In both 
configurations, the useful test time was limited to about 70-80ms due to the startup process.  

Frequency Spectra 
Next, the frequency content present during the useful test time was analyzed by computing 
power spectra of the data. The average power spectra from four runs each for upstream and 
downstream diaphragms are compared in Figure 14. 

 
Figure 14: Ensemble-averaged power spectra for upstream and downstream diaphragm configurations. 

Note that these power spectra have been computed using data from the final 30ms of the useful 
test time so that oscillations associated with the startup transient are not included.  
 
Observe that the upstream diaphragm data contains significantly more energy, which confirms 
the hypothesis that the upstream diaphragm’s flow is noisier. The difference is especially 
pronounced at the low frequency end of the spectrum, which is expected since the turbulent 
energy produced by the flapping of a broken diaphragm is a low frequency phenomenon. It 
should be noted that the frequency spectra did not exhibit a noticeable dependence on Reynolds 
number within the range 1.5M to 2.7M.  
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It is interesting to note that several distinct peaks are present in the downstream diaphragm run, 
but these are not visible for the upstream diaphragm. These peaks are consistent in individual 
runs as well as in the averaged power spectrum in Figure 14 (power spectra for individual runs 
are available in Appendix C). These peaks are presumed to be caused by Mach waves emanating 
from the boundary layer. The reason they are not visible in the upstream diaphragm run is that a 
large amount of turbulent energy is produced at low frequencies (large length scales), which 
passes uniformly to the lower length scales through the turbulent energy cascade, thus blurring 
out the high frequency end of the spectrum.  
 

Evolution of Noise in Time 
It is of interest to determine how the frequency spectrum varies as the test progresses. This is of 
immense practical interest in choosing a period of useful test time. To accomplish this goal, the 
time series of data was divided into numerous windows and the power spectral density was 
computed for each window. The data were then combined to plot contours of power spectral 
density as functions of time and frequency. Two representative plots for the upstream and 
downstream diaphragm configurations are shown in Figure 15. Note that in these plots, the size 
of each window was one tenth the length of the entire data record. This window was shifted and 
the power spectrum was computed at 150 points in time. Warmer colors represent greater 
frequency content and cooler colors signify lower frequency content.  
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Figure 15: Power spectrum evolution over time showing contours of power spectral density (colored on a log scale).  

Top: Upstream Diaphragm. Bottom: Downstream Diaphragm.  

It should be noted that the width of the high-frequency band at the beginning of the run depends 
on the width of the PSD window. Similarly, if an abrupt pressure spike occurs anywhere in the 
pressure trace, a band appears on the time-frequency plot, and the width of this band is the 
window size. However, the rest of the time-frequency contour is fairly insensitive to window size 
and spacing given in the range of values used here.  
 
A great deal of noise is present when the diaphragm bursts, and this noise persists even at very 
high frequencies. As was discussed previously, this noise is due to shock reflection effects in the 
case of the downstream diaphragm and debris in the case of the upstream diaphragm. After this 
initial transient, however, the high frequency portion of the plot (above 50kHz) does not vary in 
time. However, the low frequency end of the time-frequency spectrum does vary significantly; 
the power spectral density changes by more than an order of magnitude as the test progresses.  
 
For the downstream diaphragm, the time-frequency spectrum exhibits a low-frequency “window” 
in which the frequency content drops by about an order of magnitude. The physical reason for 
this window is not known, but the effect is very consistent. All five downstream diaphragm runs 
that were analyzed (available in Appendix B) exhibited this trend. For the upstream diaphragm, 
less consistent behavior was in the low frequency range. In some cases, the low frequency end of 
the spectrum exhibited higher frequency content at the beginning of the run, and the frequency 
content decayed monotonically as the test progressed. In other cases, the results exhibited one or 
more low-noise windows similar to those of the downstream diaphragm. Additionaltime-
frequency plots are available in Appendix B.  
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RMS Pressure 
An additional way of characterizing the frequency content of the pressure trace is to compute the 
RMS pressure, defined by the following equation (Bounitch):  

𝑝𝑅𝑀𝑆 = �(𝑝 − �̅�)2����������� 

where overbars signify mean values. It is of interest to characterize the time-evolution of RMS 
pressure rather than its average value, so each data record was divided into 200 overlapping 
windows, each 7.5ms in length, and the RMS pressure was computed for each window. The 
noise floor, calculated using the pressure trace prior to the test, was consistent from trial to trial 
and had an average of 0.27kPa. The resulting curves of RMS pressure vs. time are shown for 
four representative trials (all four at Re=1.68M) in Figure 16.  

 
Figure 16: RMS Pressure as a function of time. Window size = 7.5ms. Number of windows=200. 

This plot shows that RMS pressures were very similar for upstream and downstream 
configurations. The peaks for upstream diaphragm correspond to spikes in the pressure traces 
due to pieces of diaphragm hitting the pressure transducer (this effect was observed in a 
conventional schlieren video), and the width of the peaks in RMS pressure equal to the size of 
the window. Note that window sizes between 5 and 10ms and window spacings between 0.1 and 
1ms were tried, and the effect on RMS pressure was not significant.  
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Conclusions 
A focusing schlieren system was implemented and some promising results were obtained. 
Frequency measurements using the optical system were found to agree with those of a pressure 
transducer over about one decade of frequencies. Unfortunately, more work must be done to 
improve the repeatability of the system and to improve its high frequency range. The high 
frequency range of the present system was limited by the size of the focal point, as well as by the 
fact that the sensitivity tends to zero at the focal point. For the frequencies over which the system 
was sensitive, measurements were not nearly as local as desired. Making use of larger lenses 
would help to confine these measurements to a smaller region and improve locality.  
 
Based on this work, several recommendations can be made regarding this type of focusing 
schlieren system. First, the importance of large, high quality lenses cannot be understated. The 
high frequency limit, beam quality, and sensitivity all require lenses that produce sharp, small 
focus points, and the frequency range and locality of the measurements are strongly dependent 
on lens diameter. Second, systems should be designed so that the knife edge is not in the image 
plane of the focus point in the test section. This will avoid the problem of the sensitivity going to 
zero at the focal point. One way to accomplish this would be to not collimate the beam after it 
leaves the test section, but instead immediately focus it to the knife edge.   
 
A pressure transducer was used to compare freestream noise for upstream and downstream 
diaphragm configurations. In both cases, the useful test time was found to be reduced from 
~100ms to about 80ms by a startup transient. Power spectra of the useful test time showed that 
the frequency content was significantly greater for the upstream diaphragm configuration, and 
that the increased turbulence was generated primarily at low frequencies. Measurements of RMS 
pressure vs. time showed that after the startup transient, RMS pressures do not vary significantly 
with time, and that RMS pressures are nearly the same for upstream and downstream diaphragms. 
 
Finally, time-frequency plots were used to quantify the evolution of frequency content over the 
test time. High frequency content (above 50kHz) was found to be nearly time independent during 
the useful test time. However, low frequency content was strongly time dependent, changing by 
more than an order of magnitude during the test time. Downstream diaphragm runs were found 
to exhibit a low-noise “window” in the low frequency range (below 50kHz) where the power 
spectral density dropped by more than an order of magnitude. The cause of this window is 
unknown, and warrants further research. Similar low noise windows were observed in a few 
upstream diaphragm runs, but other runs exhibited low frequency content that monotonically 
decayed in time.  
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Appendix A: Shot List 
The following table provides shot numbers, burst pressures, and brief descriptions of the most important shots 
taken in this experiment.  
 

Shot Number Burst Pressure [kPa] Description 
332 229 UD, Mach 4 nozzle, Small 2” lenses 
333 241 UD, Mach 4 nozzle, Small 2” lenses 
348 122 UD, Conventional Schlieren Video 
357 135 UD, vertical KE, fair agreement with PCB 
358 135 DD, vertical KE, good agreement with PCB 
359 135 DD, vertical KE, good agreement with PCB 
362 132 UD, vertical KE, poor agreement with PCB 
363 243 UD, vertical KE, poor agreement with PCB 
364 128 UD, Dark Field 3/16” dot 
365 220 UD, Dark Field, 0.25” dot 
366 132 UD, Horizontal KE outside shock 
368 122 UD, Vertical KE outside shock (PCB disrupted by debris) 
369 226 UD, Vertical KE outside shock, fair agreement with PCB 
370 142 DD, Vertical KE outside shock, poor agreement with PCB 
371 145 DD, Vertical KE inside shock, good agreement with PCB 
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Appendix B: Time-Frequency Contours 
Upstream Diaphragm Shots:  

  

 
 

Downstream Diaphragm Shots 
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Appendix C:  Power Spectra 
Figure 17 shows the power spectra of four downstream diaphragm shots along with their noise floors.  

 
Figure 17: Power spectra of four upstream diaphragm shots. Red: noise floor. Black: Measurement. 

Figure 18 shows the power spectra of four upstream diaphragm shots along with their noise floors.  

 

Figure 18: Power spectra for four downstream diaphragm shots. Red: Noise floor. Black: Measurement. 
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Figure 19 shows the power spectra of four upstream diaphragm shots along with their noise floors.  
 

 

Figure 19: Comparison of optical system measurement and noise floor. 
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